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The Nanocade KIT: The Parts
Please make sure you have all 25 parts. Due to newer revisions, some part may differ slightly.

www.nanocade.com
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SPECIFICATION AND INFORMATION
Size and measurements

Outside dimensions:
Width 294 mm x Height 223 mm x Depth 291 mm
Monitor space inside:
Width 274 mm Height: 185-200 mm depending what motherboard you install (167 mm visible
opening) Depth: Maximum 41 mm
Arcade joystick:
Maximum installation depth: 51 mm
Invisible Joystick bracket (not included in standard KIT):
Fits the standard 66 mm x 76 mm holes (3.00" x 2.60")
Space inside for ITX board/nettop/netbook: Width: 274 mm x Minimum Height directly under
monitor: 35 mm - 56 mm depending on monitor used.
Arcade Pushbutton holes:
24 mm pushbuttons with screw mount from Sanwa and Seimitsu. The snap in type will also fit in
American model. The European model can also use the snap in type if you sand a little bit of the
edge of the holes. The American model is made of 4.5 mm and the European of 5 mm acrylics .

Buy the hardware parts for your Nanocade KIT after you have made the cabinet, if you want to be
sure the parts will fit.
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Solvent / adhesive for acrylics
-

Remember to use solvent or adhesive especially made for acrylics.

-

Choose a product with some or any degree of gap filling properties because laser cut edges
are always slightly angled.

-

Always follow the safety instructions of the product you choose.

-

I recommend Acrifix 116 from Evonik (Plexiglas-shop.com) if you live in Europe.

-

In the US Weld-on #16 from IPS is a good product similar to Acrifix 116 with the same
properties. Two component acrylic cements like Weld-on #40 is also a very good and
strong choice.

-

In the UK there is various good products from TENSOL.

Contact your local dealer for instructions and recommendations.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION

BEFORE BEGINNING – ALWAYS FOLLOW ALL SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS CONCERNING
SOLVENT, CEMENT OR ADHESIVE

ONLY REMOVE FOIL FROM THE ACRYLIC PARTS WHERE THE SOLVENT IS APPLIED –
THIS PROTECTS THE ACRYLICS FROM DAMAGE WHILE ASSEMBLING THE CABINET

This guide only concerns how to assemble the cabinet, not the hardware you are
planning to put in it or how you make it fit.
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STEP 1: The cabinet sides
Parts needed for this step:

Apply the solvent on the smaller of the two pieces

Make sure to place the two pieces exactly as shown here with the distances to the edge. You place some
clamps to make it very easy and precise.
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5 mm

5 mm

5 mm

10 mm

Now you have to make a mirror of the previous one. Make sure it’s mirrored!

Now let the solvent harden completely.
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STEP 2: Moldings
Parts needed for this step:

Add solvent to three of the half-moon shaped moldings and put them on the longer molding like
this. Make sure the holes align perfectly:

Make another one just like it. Let the solvent make an initial bond before progressing. Or
completely if you want to be on the safe side.
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Add solvent to the moldings and apply them to each of the two sides like you see here:

Now let the solvent harden completely.
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STEP 3: The bottom panel
Parts needed for this step:

Apply the solvent on the panel with 11 holes.
Place the two panels on top of each other and make sure the six small holes on the first panel aligns with
the six larger holes on the other panel.

If you take a look from the other side, the six holes should look like this. This should hide the screws you
use to mount the bottom panel.
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Wait for the solvent to harden completely before using this part.
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STEP 4: The control panel
Parts needed for this step:

( 55 x 284 mm)
There are two rectangular pieces in this kit that has almost til same size. For this step you need the larger
one of the two (55 x 284 mm)
Ad solvent to the edge of the rectangular piece

Use some right angled object to make sure the bonding is precise ly 90 degrees.
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Now let the solvent harden completely before using the control panel.
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STEP 5: The Marquee
Parts needed for this step:

( 12.5 x 284 mm )

The two colored pieces of molding is used to give some color to the logo. Apply the solvent to the
piece with the letters. Be careful not to use too much or you will risk that the solvent can be seen
in the letters. The colored pieces should be assembled like a jig-saw puzzle.
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Make sure it is completely centered, leaving exactly 5 mm on both sides:

5 mm

5 mm

Wait for the initial bond to be made before progressing.
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Now apply the solvent to the small and thin molding ( 12.5 x 284 mm) on the bottom of the
marquee.

It should look something like this:
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Make sure it looks just like this where the small molding is beneath the text. This is important
because you really don’t want your text upside down.

Now let the solvent harden completely.
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STEP 6: The Cabinet
Parts needed for this step:

Apply adhesive and put the side and back panel together. Use tape to fix the joint until the solvent
is hardened completely. I recommend using the bottom panel to guide the joint to be precisely 90
degree. Like this:
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Now right after applying the solvent and joining the two pieces, slide the bottom panel in to keep
all angles right. Use a wall or something right angled to support the back panel.
BE CAREFULL NOT TO BOND THE BOTTON PANEL!!!!

Right Angle

Wall

Kitchen table

Wall

Kitchen table

Let the solvent harden completely and keep making sure the solvent hasn’t touched the bottom
panel. Slide it a bit back and forward just in case.
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After the solvent is hardened, add the other side the same way, along with the monitor panel. It is
important that the monitor panel has the arched side downwards. Now you can take the bottom
panel a little bit back, to make sure it isn’t bonded with the rest of the cabinet.

Pull out after
initial bond

Let the solvent harden completely and remove the bottom panel as soon as the initial bonding has
been made.
Before proceeding with step 7, there is some things to consider. You have to decide if you are
going to use adhesive Velcro or double sided adhesive tape to mount your monitor, then you can
just proceed.
Dril mounting holes
Or use Velcro adhesive
tape or double
adhesive tape
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STEP 7: Mounting the Marquee
Parts needed for this step:

Time to mount the marquee with the now colored nanocade text on it. Apply the solvent to the places
where the marquee touches the cabinet. It should look like this:

Make sure the edges of the cabinet aligns nicely with the marquee. You may notice there is a
narrow passage on each side behind the marquee. This is for sliding the screen cover in and
downwards after the control panel is mounted. Don’t fill this with solvent.
Now let the solvent harden once more.
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STEP 8: The Control Panel
Parts needed for this step:

Before moving on with this step, slide the control panel in without the solvent and test if your monitor can
be mounted with the control panel on.
Apply the solvent and slide the controlpanel into position.

Your cabinet should look something like this:
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STEP 9: Installing the bottom panel
Parts needed for this step:

Use six 3.5 mm (or close to that dimension) screws to mount the bottom panel. They need to be
15 mm or longer.
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STEP 10: The Top Panel
Parts needed for this step:

( 51.3 x 284 mm )

Now you have to find a very sharp knife or blade, like a Stanley knife. Now pull the blade on the
inside edge of the back panel and on one of the edges on the top panel. Do it slowly and
controlled. Be careful not to rush it and risk scratching the surface. It is very easy if you do it slowly
and steadily. The knife shouldn’t cut the material, but shave it. Make sure that the blade is rightangled to the material to avoid cutting.
This is to make the two edges fit more flush together and make less of a gap if it were just two
sharp edges together. I have tried to make all angles 90 degrees to avoid this. There is an
illustration of how to do this:
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Shave a little off of both panel and then check if it fits. If not shave a little more off. R epeat this
process until you are satisfied with the result. The idea is to get the two panels to look something
like this:

Joint

Top panel

Back panel

If you are not comfortable with using a blade, use a file instead. That’s just as good. Don’t sand
though, that leaves the edges dirty and not ready for solvent.
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When you are satisfied with the fit, use the solvent on all edges and apply the final piece to the
cabinet.

Apply solvent before
mounting the top panel

That’s it. You have made a Nanocade arcade cabinet. Not it’s time to install your hardware and
make it alive and kicking. The following chapters will give you some good advice about proceeding.
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The cabinet explained
What are all those holes good for?

Sta ndard 80 mm fa n
wi th 4 s crew holes
24 mm pus h button
hol e for power s witch

Hol e for s peakers
60 mm on i nside.

Fema le power
pl ug or just a
power cord
4 hol es for mounting
a s ta ndard 2.5” HDD or
SSD. Us e 3 mm s crews.
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Two hol es for female
USB pl ugs. See next
cha pter for i nfo.

Use a knife to make the female
ends of the USB extension cables fit
the holes on the bracket. Take them
out and apply epoxy glue and plug
them back in there.
Make sure only the metal part of
the USB cable is completely though
the bracket.

Use solvent on the other USB bracket, the one without the cables, and mount it on the inside of
the cabinet, making the two rectangular holes, twice as deep as before.
This is to make the USB cable you just mounted on the other USB bracket flush with the cabinet
when applied with the acrylic solvent. Here is an example on how it looks when finished:
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On the inside:

Two layers of the acrylic USB
bracket.

Flush with the cabinet back panel
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Installing a mini-ITX motherboard
For this you need 4 PCB feet, like this one:

Cut off the bottom part of the PCB feet, making it a cylinder of plastic with screw mount on top of
it.
Put some epoxy glue in each of the 4 mini-ITX mounting holes on the bottom panel and put in the
half PCB feet with the screw mount facing upwards.
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When finished it should look like this:

Now you’re ready to mount your mini-ITX motherboard.
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Closing any unused 24 mm pushbutton holes
Close extra holes with button plugs like this one:

If you decide that you don’t need all the 24 mm pushbutton holes, like the hole for the power button or any
of the 8 holes on the control panel, you can easily close it with a button plug.
You can buy 24 mm button plugs many places, like Arcadeshop.de in Europe and Lizard Lick in the US.
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Mounting a monitor with adhesive Velcro tape
This is a very good way to mount a monitor. But there is a trick to it and it’s called paper.

Apply the strips of Velcro to the back of the monitor and
to the monitor panel inside the cabinet. Now put a sheet
paper on top of the Velcro on the monitor panel and
slide the monitor in, exactly where you want it to be.
Now slide the paper out and the monitor will be fixed.

Apply Velcro tape on
the monitor panel and
on the back of the
monitor.
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